
19 November 2009

Run Number 136
Starting at the Nawaab, Levenshulme Manchester

Joint run with Manchester Curry Hash 
Run Number 2

The Pack: Overdrive, Snoozanne, Cleopatra, Madhatter, Alternative Entrance
(Hare) Carless Whisper, Dave, Carthief, FCUK, Carl, Compo, Sprog, 10”

I had thought to repeat Snoozanne’s trick with the last MCH3 combined run 
but as I had not forgotten to take photographs it would not have been at all as 
minimalistic as the Trash for MTH3 Run No. 128.

The first casualty (in fact the only one) of the event was Alternative 
Entrance’s gloves which succumbed, after several hours of plaster board 



holding, It was not clear whether the white was a lining to the gloves or 
leftover plasterboard.

We left the Nawaab and ran down Stockport road to 

But luckily our Hare had not spotted the Check Back
possibilities.

Into Marshall Road, Slade Lane and several Hash Flashes later



A tricky split 

and Mad Hatter was definitely showing chip
withdrawal signs (mouth open tongue 
hanging out).

A long run along Moseley Road had the Pack rather spread out and an 
impromptu Hash Halt was called.

The Pack gathered with some faking high energy and some running



Whose are these?

In honour of the Hare, Overdrive wore her name on his heart.

Trying to record the evidence Hash Flash was accused of inappropriate 
sexual behaviour but his theory is that Overdrive was deflecting his being 
found out!



Manchester University beckoned and Snoozanne thought that it was great 

She also thought that the sign
on the student’s canteen
was highly appropriate

A student’s life Refreshment (Beer) Learning (Lecture) Relaxation (Sleep).



On the way out the name of the campus caught Hash Flash’s eye as being 
highly inappropriate for a learning institute.

Fallow means the stage of crop rotation in which the land is left uncultivated

We then came to what the Pack decided was the efforts of AE’s charges. She 
had even marked the pavement (in case we missed it) with HA (Hash Art).



The way in was slightly confusing (we missed the On Inn) but we went past 
some curious signs

Back at the cars, running repairs were necessary to The Tat



The Hare was called up

Sprog then announced that he had a sermon about two Asians who were 
taken to hospital after taking drugs.

One was in a Korma and the other one had a dicky Tikka. Awarded the usual

The Hare for wearing her glove through. She received a new white glove (well 
it was new to her!)



The Returnees were called up. There was some discussion about whether the 
Returnees could be from the MCH3 as there had only been one run.

Eventually (these things are important (at least to Hashers) it was decided 
that there had to be Virgins on the MCH3 and Returnees for the MTH3

Returnees Carless Whisper, Carthief, Dave, Cleopatra, Carl.
Virgins Carthief, 10”, Carl. 

I may have missed a few in the confusion

Dave for his competitive running

Carthief for his inappropriate sexual behaviour.

The Happy Couple  Carless Whisper and Dave.

We retired to the Nawaab ….



Where we waited a while

Received a text from Wigan Pier

And then ate ourselves to a standstill.




